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Editorial

Multi-isotope imaging mass spectrometry, a novel technology, is 
striding forward in the biological world since first-time introduced in 
2006 by Lechene et al. [1] in the Journal of Biology. It is possible to image 
and quantify molecules within individual mammalian or bacterial 
cells, by integrating secondary-ion mass spectrometer labeling with 
stable isotopes and building quantitative image-analysis software. The 
most striking feature of this technique is linking multi-isotope imaging 
technology to the real bio-molecule world. Just years accumulations 
in technology-innovation and practical application allow this young 
technology to more efficiently exploit unknown biological world from 
selective tissues or cells to universe biological molecules in mammalian 
or bacterial cells [2,3], it is notable to beyond the peer biological 
technologies in tracking and characterizing bio-molecular signatures 
with stable isotope labeling. Real biological world is consisted of 
diverse and complicated biological molecular reactions with DNA, 
RNA, protein and metabolites involvements, the reorganization on 
signatures and behaviors of those involved molecules will lead to 
understanding of the relevant biological events, those processes could 
be easily comprehensible to be linking macro-phenotype to micro-
mechanism. Multi-isotope imaging mass spectrometry is a promising 
technology by linking macro-mass spectrometry based multi-isotope 
imaging technology to micro-biological world, which allow multiple-
isotope imaging technology with mass spectrometry to globally and 

visibly characterize the most information-rich molecular phenotype 
across DNA, protein, lipid and small molecules, et al. Altogether, these 
predominant features have supported MIMS broad applications ranging 
from metabolism, cell biology, DNA/RNA biology, to biochemistry 
of biological macromolecules, now it could be predictable to present 
much broader application in biological and medical research, such as 
pathogenesis of diseases, biomarker discoveries for diseases diagnosis 
and treatment, identifications of therapeutic targets of the drug and 
tissue or cellar toxicology, plant biology, microbial metabolism and 
host pathogen interaction. This technology therefore could be an 
important complementation for the existed technology of biochemical/
chemical molecules profiling: metabolomics/metabonomics. 
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